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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF REPORT
1.1

Introduction
1.1.1 D.M. Robichaud Associates Ltd. (“DMR” or the “Company”) was incorporated on
January 21, 2015 through the amalgamation of the similarly-named D.M. Robichaud
Associates Ltd., 2442426 Ontario Inc., Gulfshore Investments Ltd. and Nodig
Enterprises Inc., pursuant to the Ontario Business Corporations Act.
1.1.2 DMR operated a trenchless sewer rehabilitation contracting business providing
sewer, pipeline, and culvert repairs to municipal, industrial, and commercial
clients. The Company’s customers were located in Ontario and other Canadian
provinces. The Company’s head office and equipment yard were located at the
leased premises 984 Farewell Street, Oshawa, Ontario.
1.1.3 On March 13, 2019, BDO Canada Limited (“BDO”) was appointed as interim receiver
of the Company pursuant to the Order of the Honourable Justice Hainey, a copy of
which is attached as Appendix “A”. The interim receivership order gave the
interim receiver, among other things, the power to market the assets, properties
and undertakings of the Company (the “Assets”).
1.1.4 On March 21, 2019, Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC” or the “Bank”) filed an
application to appoint BDO as receiver of DMR with the full powers set out in the
model order. The application was adjourned to April 24, 2019.
1.1.5 Immediately after its appointment as interim receiver, BDO determined that the
Company did not have sufficient funds or borrowing capacity to pay payroll and
the outstanding union benefits. Accordingly, BDO filed its first report to the Court
as interim receiver on March 14, 2019, requesting an expansion of the interim
receiver’s powers to include the following:
the ability to pay, on behalf of the Company, those expenses the interim
receiver deems necessary to protect and preserve the Assets including the
payment of employee costs such as payroll and union benefits; and,
the ability to borrow funds, to a maximum of $150,000 and issue
corresponding interim receiver’s certificates to the lender providing the
lender a first charge over the Assets.
1.1.6 On March 14, 2019, the Honourable Justice Hainey issued an order (the “First
Amending Order”) approving the expansion of the interim receiver’s powers as
set out above. A copy of the First Amending Order is attached as Appendix “B”.
1.1.7 The interim receiver borrowed the maximum available of $150,000 in order to pay
outstanding payroll and union benefits as well as certain expenses to safeguard the
Assets.
1.1.8 On March 20, 2019, the interim receiver filed its second report to the Court setting
out the interim receiver’s sales process. On March 21, 2019, the Honourable
Justice Hainey issued an order (the “Second Amending Order”) approving a

further expansion of the interim receiver’s powers including, among other things,
the powers to sell the Assets; to terminate the employment of the employees on
behalf of the Company; and, provided the interim receiver with a secured charge
on the Town of Richmond Hill (“Richmond Hill”) accounts receivable, in priority
to all security interests, trusts, liens, charges, etc. to a maximum amount of
$150,000. A copy of the Second Amending Order is attached as Appendix “C”.
1.1.9 On April 1, 2019, the interim receiver filed is third report to the Court requesting
the approval of the sale of the majority of the Company’s equipment, inventory
and intellectual property to Capital Infrastructure Group (“CIG”). On April 15,
2019, the Honourable Justice Hainey issued an order approving the sale and vesting
the subject assets in CIG (the “April 15 Order”). Attached, as Appendix “D”, is
a copy of the April 15 Order.
1.1.10 On April 17, 2019, the interim receiver filed its fourth report to the Court, setting
out a claims bar process for both DMR’s customers with set off claims and creditors
with construction lien or trust claims (the “Claims Bar Process”). On May 3, 2019,
the Honourable Justice Hainey issued an order approving the Claims Bar Process
(the “Claims Bar Order”).
1.1.11 On May 1, 2019, BDO was appointed as full receiver of DMR (the “Receiver”)
pursuant to the Order of the Honourable Justice Hainey (the “Receiver Order”).
Attached, as Appendix “E”, is a copy of the Receiver Order.
1.1.12 On May 31, 2019, the Receiver filed its first report to the Court, requesting the
approval of the sale of certain vehicles and requiring the Ontario Ministry of
Transport (the “MTO”) to issue new ownerships for those vehicles. On June 10,
2019, the Honourable Justice Chiappetta issued an order approving the sale and
requiring the MTO to issue new ownerships for the vehicles (the “June 10 Order”).
Attached, as Appendix “F”, is a copy of the June 10 Order.
1.1.13 On June 25, 2019, DMR was adjudged bankrupt and a bankruptcy order was issued.
BDO was appointed as trustee. Attached, as Appendix “G”, is a copy of the
bankruptcy order. The first meeting of creditors was held on July 16, 2019 and
the appointment of BDO as trustee was affirmed.
1.1.14 On September 27, 2019 the Receiver filed its second report to the Court (the
“Second Report”), which primarily dealt with the initial allocation of costs and
distribution of proceeds from the sale of equipment and collections of accounts
receivable. The motion also required certain municipalities, including the Town
of Oakville (“Oakville”) to pay their accounts owing to DMR in excess of the claims
they filed pursuant to the Claims Bar Process. The Receiver’s motion was approved
by an order of the Honourable Justice Dietrich dated October 16, 2019 (the
“October 2019 Order”). Attached, as Appendix “H”, is a copy of the October
2019 Order.
1.1.15 On October 8, 2019, the Receiver filed a supplement to the second report, which
described the status of the Receiver’s review of the claims for repair liens
registered by Quality Collision East and East End Truck Centre Ltd.
1.1.16 On December 5, 2019 the Receiver filed its third report to the Court (the “Third
Report”), which dealt primarily with the repair lien claims and the distribution of

certain proceeds to secured creditors. The Receiver’s distribution and the balance
of the motion was approved by an order of the Honourable Justice Conway dated
December 11, 2019 (the “December 2019 Order”). Attached as Appendix “I”, is
a copy of the December 2019 Order.
1.2

Purpose of this Report
1.2.1 This report is the fourth report to the Court of the Receiver (the “Fourth Report”)
and is filed in respect of the Receiver’s motion for an order:
Approving this Fourth Report and the activities of the Receiver described
herein, including the collection of accounts receivable;
Directing Halifax (as defined below) to pay to the Receiver $50,719.39 for
the outstanding holdback as set out in Section 2.3 of this Fourth Report and
issuing judgement against Halifax;
Directing the Claims Customers (as defined below) to pay to the Receiver
the amounts owing by each of them as set out in Section 3.13 of this Fourth
Report and issuing judgement against each of them;
Confirming the Receiver’s disallowance of the priority of the Saertex
Multicom LP (“Saertex”) claim and allowing the Saertex claim as an
unsecured claim in the bankruptcy of DMR as described in Section 5 of this
Fourth Report;
Staying CRA’s Assessment (as defined below) pending a final assessment
upon the completion of the administration of this estate as discussed in
Section 6 of this Fourth Report;
Approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel,
Minden Gross LLP (“Minden”), as described in Section 7 of this Fourth
Report;
Approving the Receiver’s Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for the
period ended June 15, 2020 as described in Section 8 of this Fourth Report;
and,
Approving the Receiver’s proposed distribution as set out in Section 9 of
this Fourth Report.

2.0 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
2.1

Receiver’s Collections
2.1.1 The chart below summarizes the accounts receivable and holdbacks due from
customers, the collections made by the Receiver and the Bank directly; the
outstanding balances due from customers and the claims received from customers
that remain unresolved as of June 15, 2020 (amounts in 000’s):
AR
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2.1.2 As shown in the chart above, as of June 15, 2020, the Receiver had collected
approximately $3.1 million in pre-filing receivables and approximately $808,000
had been directly deposited to DMR’s pre-receivership bank account. The Receiver
has also confirmed approximately $131,000 in invoicing adjustments/write offs in
the pre-filing accounts.
Accordingly, approximately $771,000 in accounts
receivable and holdbacks remain to be collected, most of which are subject to
claims from customers as discussed in greater detail in Section 3 of this Fourth
Report.
2.2

Aquaflow Technology Inc. (“Aquaflow”)
2.2.1 Aquaflow did not submit a claim in the Claims Bar Process. Therefore, pursuant
to the Court’s orders, Aquaflow was forever barred from any priority lien/trust
claims it wished to assert against DMR. Accordingly, the Receiver demanded the
outstanding account of $20,420 from Aquaflow. Aquaflow and the Receiver
ultimately settled upon a payment to the the estate of $17,500 to resolve the
outstanding account in full. Aquaflow paid the settlement on March 3, 2020.

2.3

Halifax Regional Water Commission (“Halifax”)
2.3.1 The date of substantial completion for the Halifax project was March 29, 2019.
Halifax remitted 75% of the holdback amount in July 2019. Pursuant to the contract
between Halifax and DMR the remaining 25% of the holdback was due one year
after the date of substantial completion. Accordingly, the Receiver provided
Halifax with a final invoice for the outstanding holdback of $50,719.39 on April 29,
2020. Halifax informed the Receiver that payment would be made, however the

Receiver is still awaiting receipt of the funds. Accordingly, the Receiver requests
an order requiring Halifax to pay $50,719.39 to the Receiver and a judgement
issued against Halifax.

3.0 REVIEWED CUSTOMER CLAIMS
3.1

Introduction
3.1.1 The Receiver received twelve claims from DMR’s customers pursuant to the Claims
Bar Process. The chart below summarizes the status of the twelve claims:
Resolved Claims
Oxford
Richmond Hill
Kingston

Disputed Claims
Markham
Oakville
Balterre
Belanger
Greenvilla
Medulla
Somerville
Southland

Claims Under Review
Toronto

All of the claims, except those from the City of Toronto (“Toronto”), are discussed
in this Section 3 below. The Toronto claims are discussed in Section 4 of this
report. Three of the claims have been resolved and the claims from the other
eight customers (collectively the “Claims Customers”) resulted in the Receiver
issuing full or partial disallowances of their claims.
3.2

Oxford Developments (“Oxford”)
3.2.1 DMR had an outstanding invoice for $40,527.31 due from Oxford. Oxford filed a
claim for $8,625.27, leaving an agreed balance owing of $31,902.04. The Receiver
negotiated a settlement of $33,900.00 for the invoice and received payment from
Oxford on November 20, 2019.

3.3

The Corporation of the City of Richmond Hill (“Richmond Hill”)
3.3.1 On September 3, 2019, Richmond Hill filed claims with respect to both of its
projects with DMR in the total amount of $72,353.36, including $50,580.05 for legal
fees incurred by Richmond Hill in respect of the receivership. The Receiver entered
into discussions with Richmond Hill’s legal counsel, WeirFoulds LLP, to settle the
Richmond Hill claims. Ultimately, the Receiver negotiated a final total claim
amount for Richmond Hill of $62,237.35. Accordingly, on April 6, 2020 Richmond
Hill made a final payment of $10,116.01 to the Receiver to complete the
settlement.

3.4

Utilities Kingston (“Kingston”)
3.4.1 DMR’s records showed that Kingston owed a total of $310,581.09. Kingston filed a
claim for $10,073.95, leaving an agreed balance owing of $300,507.69. The
Receiver reviewed Kingston’s claim and did not dispute it. Kingston has paid the
agreed upon balance in full.

3.5

The Corporation of the City of Markham (“Markham”)
3.5.1 Markham’s claim included $700 plus HST for contingencies. Markham has not
provided the Receiver with any proof that the contingent amounts were used to
rectify the deficiencies. Accordingly, the Receiver’s position is that Markham
should pay to the Receiver $791.00.

3.6

Town of Oakville (“Oakville”)
3.6.1 Oakville filed a claim of $2,824.67 for maintenance holdbacks but did not file any
evidence in support of their claim. As described in the Third Report, the amount
owing by Oakville in excess of their claim was $200,989.83. The October 2019
Order required Oakville to pay the $200,989.93 to the Receiver. In November
2019, the Receiver received a payment from Oakville for $197,270.54, a difference
of $3,719.39. Oakville informed the Receiver that the additional $3,719.39 was
for additional maintenance holdbacks. Accordingly, the entire $6,544.06 withheld
by Oakville appears to relate to a two percent maintenance holdback on the
project.
3.6.2 According to Oakville, the maintenance period ended in February 2020 and the
Receiver has not received any claims from Oakville regarding any maintenance
issues. Therefore, there appears to be no basis for Oakville to continue to
holdback these funds. Accordingly, the Receiver emailed Oakville on May 11, 2020
requesting payment of the entire outstanding amount of $6,544.06. Subsequently,
on May 14, 2020 the Receiver issued a notice to Oakville disallowing their claim in
full. Attached, as Appendix “J”, is a copy of the disallowance. On May 15, 2020,
Oakville emailed the Receiver that they were reviewing the notice of disallowance.
However, as of the date of this report, Oakville has not provided any further
communication to the Receiver.

3.7

Balterre Contracting Ltd. (“Balterre”)
3.7.1 Balterre filed a claim in the amount of $15,234.28 with respect to alleged
deficiencies in the Jackson Creek Meadows Phase 2 (“Phase 2”) project. DMR has
an outstanding invoice due from Balterre in respect of Phase 2 in the amount of
$13,044.44. Attached as Appendix “K” is a copy of the claim Balterre filed and
the outstanding DMR invoice.
3.7.2 The Receiver reviewed Balterre’s claim and requested further clarification and
evidence of the deficiencies claimed. Attached, as Appendix “L”, is a copy of the
Receiver’s letter to Balterre dated January 28, 2020. On February 11, 2020,
Balterre responded to the Receiver confirming that DMR was engaged to complete
CCTV and flushing work and that there was no specific contract entered into (the
“February 11 Letter”). In the February 11 Letter Balterre also provided
correspondence that Balterre purported to be additional evidence to support its
claim, including:
Emails with DMR that appeared to relate to projects other than Phase 2;
Invoices from Sewer Technologies Inc. (“Sewer Tech”); and,

Reports from D.G. Biddle & Associates Limited (“Biddle”) dated November
23 and 28, 2018 setting out deficiencies relating to specific sewer ID
numbers.
Attached, as Appendix “M”, is a copy of the February 11 Letter.
3.7.3 The Receiver reviewed DMR’s supporting documentation with respect to the
outstanding invoice in conjunction with the documentation supplied in the
February 11 Letter and determined that only two sewer IDs in the Biddle reports
related to work performed by DMR. Additionally, the invoices and quote from
Sewer Tech either did not specify the sewer ID, or displayed a different sewer ID
compared to Biddle’s review and DMR’s invoice. Accordingly, the Receiver
proposed to settle the claim at a value of $2,044.44, resulting in a final payment
to the estate of $11,000. The settlement value exceeded the Receiver’s estimate
of the costs to rectify the delinquencies in the two matching sewer IDs of $565.00
and took into account the potential further costs of the Receiver in dealing with
Balterre’s claim. Attached, as Appendix “N”, is a copy of the Receiver’s
settlement letter to Balterre dated April 1, 2020.
3.7.4 Balterre responded to the Receiver in a letter dated April 6, 2020 (the “April 6
Letter”) rejecting the Receiver’s proposed settlement. In the April 6 Letter,
Balterre provided information relating to different DMR projects, not Phase 2, and
additional reports from Biddle on Phase 2 dated July 17 and 18, 2018. The Receiver
reviewed the July 17 and 18 Biddle reports and noted that the majority of the
issues reflected therein were no longer present in the Biddle November 23 and 28
reports. Accordingly, it appears that the deficiencies noted in the July 17 and 18
Biddle reports were resolved. Attached, as Appendix “O”, is a copy of the April 6
Letter.
3.7.5 As Balterre rejected the Receiver’s proposed settlement and there was no further
evidence supplied to the Receiver proving Balterre’s claim, the Receiver issued a
Notice of Partial Disallowance of Claim to Balterre on April 23, 2020, reducing
Balterre’s claim to $565 (the “Balterre Disallowance”). Balterre had until May 25,
2020 to dispute the Balterre Disallowance, but no appeal has been received.
Attached, as Appendix “P”, is a copy of the Balterre Disallowance.
3.8

R.M. Belanger Limited (“Belanger”)
3.8.1 Belanger filed a claim in the amount of $362,856.56 with respect to anticipated
warranty/deficiency work related to the outstanding invoice numbers J001542,
dated December 21, 2018, and J001656, dated April 10, 2019, totalling
$362,856.56. Attached, as Appendix “Q”, is a copy of Belanger’s claim and the
outstanding DMR invoices.
3.8.2 The Receiver reviewed Belanger’s claim and responded on January 28, 2020
requesting additional information including:
Clarification and evidence of the deficiencies and warranty work being
claimed;
How the alleged deficiencies and warranty work related to DMR’s contract;

A copy of the warranty;
Information on who was engaged to complete the deficiency work; and,
If the work was not yet completed, an explanation as to why.
Attached, as Appendix “R”, is a copy of the January 28, 2020 letter to Belanger.
3.8.3 Belanger responded on February 7, 2020 providing various documentation
including:
A calculation of Belanger’s internal labour costs (allegedly for co-ordinating
warranty work, inspections and site visits);
Estimated future costs not actually incurred for: “pull tests” to determine
if warranty issues actually exist; and, the cost of CCTV video inspection and
possible liner failures over the alleged two year warranty period;
Alleged pictures of the sewer liners installed by DMR; and,
A copy of Belanger’s purchase order (including the schedule of unit prices).
3.8.4 Belanger advised that the alleged deficiencies were not discovered until summer
2019, more than six months after the work was completed by DMR in December
2019. Belanger stated that they had been unable to find a sub-contractor to repair
the deficiencies and did not anticipate the work would be completed until summer
2020. Further, Belanger stated that they intended to withhold 100% of the project
costs until the alleged DMR warranty period of two-years expires December 21,
2020.
Attached, as Appendix “S”, is a copy of Belanger’s February 7
correspondence.
3.8.5 Minden responded on March 4, 2020, setting out the Receiver’s position that
Belanger did not provide sufficient evidence to support a claim for actual
deficiencies and actual costs incurred. Furthermore, the project documentation
supplied by Belanger, did not provide for a maintenance holdback. Accordingly,
Belanger was not entitled to claim any holdback for maintenance claims. In an
attempt to work with Belanger and settle the matter, the Receiver requested that
Belanger pay $300,000 immediately, on the understanding that the Receiver
reserved its rights to disallow Belanger’s claim after December 21, 2020 if no
actual costs were incurred by Belanger in respect of DMR’s work. Attached, as
Appendix “T”, is Minden’s letter to Belanger dated March 4, 2020.
3.8.6 Belanger responded on March 11, 2020 rejecting the Receiver’s offer and restating
their position that they would holdback the entire cost of the project. Attached,
as Appendix “U”, is a copy of Belanger’s March 11 letter. Consequently, the
Receiver issued to Belanger a Notice of Disallowance of Claim in whole on April 3,
2020. Attached, as Appendix “V”, is a copy of the notice of disallowance. The
disallowance was based on the following:
Belanger supplied insufficient evidence that DMR was responsible for any
deficiencies;

Belanger supplied insufficient evidence that they incurred any costs with
respect to DMR’s work; and,
Belanger was not entitled to any maintenance holdback.
Belanger had until May 4, 2020 to dispute the disallowance, but no appeal has been
received.
3.9

Greenvilla Homes (Cedar Ridge) Inc. (“Greenvilla”)
3.9.1 On September 4, 2019, Greenvilla filed two claims, one for deficiencies in the work
performed by DMR in the amount of $24,646.43 (the “Greenvilla Deficiency
Claim”) and one with respect to alleged excess invoicing by DMR in the amount of
$54,922.45 plus HST (for a total of $62,062.37). The claims were in relation to
DMR’s invoice #J001477 in the amount of $86,724.62. Attached, as Appendix “W”,
are copies of the claims filed by Greenvilla and the outstanding DMR invoice.
3.9.2 The Greenvilla Deficiency Claim included an estimate from Empipe Solutions Ltd.
(“Empipe”) dated February 8, 2019 to resolve the alleged deficiencies. The
Receiver responded to Greenvilla’s claim on February 5, 2020, requesting
confirmation that the work described in the estimate from Empipe was completed,
and to provide an invoice from Empipe and proof of payment to Empipe for same.
Greenvilla responded stating that no repairs had been made and the quote from
Empipe was not followed through by Greenvilla.
3.9.3 On February 13, 2020, the Receiver corresponded again with Greenvilla indicating
that it appeared Greenvilla was overbilled by DMR based on the estimate originally
provided by DMR. However, the Receiver also confirmed that DMR did complete
the work described in the estimate, as well as additional work. Further, the
Receiver noted that there was no contract only the estimate was issued and that
the estimate did not guarantee the results of the work. Accordingly, the Receiver
advised Greenvilla that the estimate amount of $24,662.25 was due and owing.
Greenvilla did not respond to the Receiver’s correspondence.
3.9.4 On March 11, 2020, the Receiver issued a notice of partial disallowance of claim
to Greenvilla, reducing Greenvilla’s claim such that only the original estimate of
$24,662.25 was owing by Greenvilla. Greenvilla had until April 13, 2020 to dispute
the disallowance, but no appeal has been received. A copy of the disallowance
notice is attached as Appendix “X”.

3.10

Medulla Waste and Recycling Corp. (“Medulla”)

3.10.1 On September 6, 2019, Medulla filed a claim for alleged deficiencies in the amount
of $25,822.97 plus HST with respect to DMR’s invoice #J001564 in the amount of
$26,538.58. Attached, as Appendix “Y”, is a copy of the claim Medulla filed and
the outstanding DMR Invoice.
3.10.2 Prior to the Receiver’s appointment, Medulla and DMR entered into a verbal
payment agreement, whereby Medulla agreed to pay DMR $5,000 per month until
the balance of invoice #J001564 was paid in full. Medulla paid three installments,
with the last installment received in April 2019, leaving a balance owing of
$11,538.58. In support of its claim for damages due to alleged deficient work

performed by DMR, Medulla provided copies of invoices from Minotaur Stormwater
Services Ltd. (“Minotaur”). The Receiver noted that the Minotaur invoices were
for work performed approximately five months after the work performed by DMR
and that the work performed by Minotaur appeared to be a continuation of DMR’s
work, not for repairs of a deficiency.
3.10.3 On January 31, 2020, the Receiver issued a notice of disallowance in whole to
Medulla. In the disallowance notice the Receiver confirmed that DMR was engaged
to complete vactruck services and removal and dumping of waste, which was
performed. In addition, the Receiver confirmed that it was aware of the invoice
payment arrangements DMR and Medulla had entered into and, accordingly,
Medulla had agreed to the invoice prior to the Receiver’s appointment. Medulla
could not explain:
why the alleged deficiencies were not brought up and resolved prior to the
receivership;
why Medulla had previously agreed with DMR to pay the invoice in full; and,
why Medulla had paid all but $11,538.58 of the invoice if they incurred
costs approximately equal to the entire amount of the invoice.
Attached, as Appendix “Z”, is a copy of the disallowance notice.
3.10.4 On February 20, 2020 Medulla confirmed they were disputing the disallowance of
their claim. In their correspondence Medulla advised that it was their position that
they engaged DMR to locate a problem with the clogging of soil in the storm sewers
and to clean the sewers and not solely for the cleaning of the sewers. Further,
Medulla confirmed that they had agreed to the $5,000 per month payment plan for
the invoice. However, Medulla claims that around April 2019 the sewers became
clogged again and they engaged Minotaur to resolve the problem. The Receiver
notes that Medulla never informed the Company or Receiver of any such issues.
Medulla stopped payments to DMR in April 2019 since they claim DMR did not stop
the problem from recurring. Attached as, Appendix “AA”, is a copy of the
correspondence received from Medulla.
3.10.5 On March 11, 2020, the Receiver responded to Medulla advising that there was no
evidence that DMR was engaged for anything other than cleaning of the sewers as
set out in invoice #J001564, which was completed. The Receiver provided Medulla
until March 17, 2020 to pay the outstanding amount failing which the Receiver
would seek an order from the Court requiring Medulla to pay the outstanding
amount of the invoice to the Receiver. To date, no further correspondence or funds
have been received from Medulla.
3.11

Robert B. Somerville Co. Limited (“Somerville”)

3.11.1 On July 3, 2019, Somerville filed a claim for alleged deficiencies in the amount of
$9,661.50 with respect to an outstanding invoice from DMR for the same amount.
Attached, as Appendix “AB”, is a copy of the claim Somerville filed and the
outstanding DMR invoice.

3.11.2 Somerville engaged DMR to complete CCTV work on two separate sewer segments.
Somerville’s claim is based on not receiving one of the two required videos. On
January 31, 2020, the Receiver contacted Somerville advising that it appeared the
video they required was in the Receiver’s possession and that the Receiver would
provide the video upon payment of the outstanding account.
3.11.3 Somerville did not respond to the Receiver. Accordingly, the Receiver followed up
with a call on February 12, 2020 and a further email on February 13, 2020 whereby
the Receiver released screen shots of the video, as well as additional information
to allow Somerville to confirm if the Receiver had the correct video in its
possession. Again, there was no response from Somerville.
3.11.4 Based on Summerville’s claim, it is apparent that Sommerville received at least
one of the two videos. Accordingly, on March 11, 2020 the Receiver issued a notice
of partial disallowance of claim to Somerville for half of the invoice, leaving the
other half, $4,830.75, as owing by Somerville. Somerville has not responded to the
notice of disallowance. A copy of the notice is attached as Appendix “AC”.
3.12

Southland Mole of Canada Ltd. (“Southland”)

3.12.1 On August 30, 2019, Southland filed a claim for alleged deficiencies in the amount
of $187,967.90 almost three times more than DMR’s outstanding invoice #J001630
in the amount of $64,686.58. Attached, as Appendix “AD”, is a copy of the claim
filed by Southland and the outstanding DMR invoice.
3.12.2 The Receiver reviewed Southland’s claim and responded on January 28, 2020
requesting:
Further clarification and evidence of the deficiencies being claimed;
A comparison of the alleged deficiencies to DMR’s contract showing where
in the contract DMR was required to complete the specific work allegedly
completed by new vendors; and,
An explanation as to how the work completed by other vendors was for
deficiencies and not the continuation of work on the project.
Attached, as Appendix “AE”, is a copy of the letter to Southland dated January
28, 2020.
3.12.3 Southland responded to the Receiver on February 21, 2020 advising the Receiver
of the following:
The alleged deficiencies related to manhole structures MH320-017-1
(“MH17”) and MH320-015-1 (“MH15”);
The amount of Southland’s claim was based on DMR’s total cost to complete
the subcontract, and not based on any costs actually incurred; and,

As part of the contract, DMR was responsible for certain CCTV inspection
and sample test results, which had to be completed by other
subcontractors.
3.12.4 The Receiver noted that other than in one instance, the invoices provided by
Southland to support the deficiency claim did not specify that the work performed
was in respect of MH17 and MH15, and as such the invoices could relate to any
manhole. The invoices from Southland’s new supplier, Capital Sewer Services Inc.
(“Capital Sewer”), for MH17 and MH15 were for $69,060 and $50,673 respectively.
However, DMR’s quoted cost for work on those two manholes was only $9,791.19
and $6,395.59 respectively. The level of work to be completed by Capital Sewer
does not appear to coincide with the minor amount of work to be completed by
DMR. The Capital Sewer work appears to relate to a new contract.
3.12.5 Based on the Receiver’s review of the evidence supplied with Southland’s claim,
the Receiver issued a notice of disallowance of claim in whole to Southland on
March 11, 2020. Southland had until April 13, 2020 to dispute the disallowance,
however, no appeal was received. Attached, as Appendix “AF”, is a copy of the
disallowance notice.
3.13

Customer Claims Summary

3.13.1 The chart below summarizes the eight claims filed by the Claims Customers where
the Receiver has either partially or completely disallowed their claim(s) and the
amount determined by the Receiver to be owing to DMR by the Claims Customers:

Customer
Markham
Oakville
Balterre
Belanger
Greenvilla
Medulla
Somerville
Southland
Total

Outstanding
receivable
$ 8,701.00
2,824.67
13,044.44
362,856.56
86,724.62
11,538.58
9,661.50
64,686.58
$ 560,037.95

Amount not
paid per
previous court Claim Amount
Amount
orders
Allowed
Disallowed
$
$ (7,910.00) $
791.00
3,719.39
6,544.06
(565.00)
12,479.44
362,856.56
(62,062.37)
24,662.25
11,538.58
(4,830.75)
4,830.75
64,686.58
$ 3,719.39 $ (75,368.12) $ 488,389.22

3.13.2 The Receiver requests an order directing the Claims Customers to pay to the
Receiver the amounts set out in the “Amount Disallowed” column in the above
chart, and issuing judgement against each of them.

4.0 CITY OF TORONTO
4.1

City of Toronto Contract 16TW-OS-23CWD
4.1.1 On September 6, 2019, Toronto filed a claim with respect to contract 16-TW-OS23CWD for contractual liquidated damages in the amount of $24,000 ($1,000 per
day for 24 days). Attached, as Appendix “AG”, is a copy of the City of Toronto’s
claim for contract 16-TW-OS-23CWD.
4.1.2 Toronto also sent a letter to the Receiver on September 6, 2019 (the “September
6 Letter”) disputing certain invoiced amounts in respect of contract 16TW-OS23CWD, among other contracts. Attached, as Appendix “AH”, is a copy of the
September 6 Letter. In the September 6 Letter, Toronto disputes $42,776.98
(exclusive of HST) of the charges in invoice J001650 broken down as follows:
$21,220.00 for paid duty police officer coordination;
$13,217.73 for duplicate items;
$6,092.75 for work allegedly not performed; and,
$2,356.60 for contractor errors.
4.1.3 On January 28, 2020, the Receiver corresponded with Toronto requesting
clarification on the following:
How the damage claim was determined considering that the contract was
entered into in July 2016 with a maximum duration of ten months and the
claim form confirmed the last day worked was September 11, 2018.
Therefore, it appears that there was a history of extensions for the
completion of the contract without any claims for liquidated damages;
According to the Tender Submission Package Pricing Form for contract
16TW-OS-23CWD, DMR was permitted to charge for paid duty police
officers. The Receiver agreed that DMR charged for more hours than
specified in the tender submission, and therefore suggested reducing the
invoice by the excess of $5,220 (exclusive of HST); and,
A description and evidence of the work not performed, the duplicate
charges and the contractor error.
Attached, as Appendix “AI”, is a copy of the Receiver’s letter to Toronto dated
January 28, 2020.
4.1.4 Toronto responded on April 30, 2020 advising of the following:
DMR was to complete its work on the project on or before May 31, 2017
and, accordingly, Toronto was entitled to apply liquidated damages after
that date. However, Toronto chose not to apply liquidated damages
between May 31, 2017 and April 2018 as DMR continued to advance work

on the project. On May 7, 2018, Toronto advised DMR that they would begin
to apply liquidated damages but chose not to do so between May 7, 2018
and July 31, 2018 as, in Toronto’s view, DMR applied “sufficient forces” to
the project. However, Toronto changed its position for the period August 1
to 24, 2018, as in their view, DMR did not apply “sufficient force” during
that period;
Toronto advised that their consultant determined that DMR’s work did not
require a paid duty officer and/or DMR did not mobilize forces to perform
the work during the period for which it reserved the paid duty officer;
Toronto stated that the contractor error related to an improper T-liner
install, which failed and Toronto rejected DMR’s Change Order Request for
compensation relating to that installation. Further, Toronto stated it was
their position that DMR is responsible for its means and methods on the
project; and,
Lastly, Toronto provided a list of items Toronto claimed as duplicate work
and work not performed/payable, but failed to provide further supporting
documentation to substantiate these claims.
Attached, as Appendix “AJ”, is a copy of Toronto’s correspondence dated April
30, 2020 with respect to contract 16-TW-OS-23CWD.
4.2

City of Toronto Contract 16TW-OS-24CWD
4.2.1 In the September 6 Letter, Toronto confirmed that they do not assert any
deficiency or warranty claims with respect to contract 16-TW-OS-24CWD however,
they did dispute certain charges. Specifically, Toronto claims that the following
should be deducted:
$9,770.00 for paid duty police officers;
$2,184.75 for duplicate items; and,
$5,138.50 for work not performed.
4.2.2 The Receiver responded to Toronto requesting clarification of the following:
According to the Tender Submission Package Pricing Form for Contract 16TW-OS-24CWD, DMR was permitted to charge for paid duty police officers;
and,
A description and evidence of the duplicate items invoiced and the work
not performed.
Attached, as Appendix “AK”, is a copy of the Receiver’s letter to Toronto dated
January 28, 2020.
4.2.3 Toronto responded to the Receiver on April 30, 2020 as follows:

Advising their consultant identified that DMR charged for work that did not
necessitate a paid duty officer and/or DMR did not mobilize forces to
perform the work during the period for which it reserved the paid duty
officer; and,
Providing a list of claimed duplicate work and work not payable, but did
not provide further supporting documentation to substantiate these claims.
Attached, as Appendix “AL”, is a copy of Toronto’s correspondence dated April
30, 2020 with respect to contract 16-TW-OS-24CWD.
4.3

City of Toronto Contract 17ECS-LU-04TT
4.3.1 On August 29, 2019, Toronto filed claims with respect to contract 17ECS-LU-04TT
for:
Alleged deficiencies and costs incurred to determine the value of the
deficiencies, in the amount of $34,052.14 (inclusive of HST); and,
An estimate of warranty work in the amount of $10,113.50 (inclusive of
HST) in respect of structural damage to a residential house (44 Browns Line,
Etobicoke, Ontario (“44 Browns Line”)). The damage to 44 Browns Line
was allegedly caused by DMR.
Attached, as Appendix “AM”, is a copy of Toronto’s claim.
4.3.2 The Receiver responded to Toronto in a letter dated January 28, 2020 requesting
evidence to substantiate the claims including: proof that the damage to 44 Browns
Line was caused by DMR; and, proof of payment and copies of applicable invoices
for the repairs and for the deficiencies. Attached, as Appendix “AN”, is a copy of
the Receiver’s letter to Toronto dated January 28, 2020.
4.3.3 Toronto responded to the Receiver’s requests on April 30, 2020 advising:
The owner of 44 Browns Line alleged that a crack in the foundation of the
house was caused due to the vibrations of DMR’s vacuum truck. Toronto
asserts that DMR is contractually required to address and settle any claims
that arise from its work and are required to indemnify Toronto against any
claims for damages sustained due to DMR’s activities. Further, Toronto
advised that they do not intend to dispute the claim advanced by the owner
of 44 Browns Line. Toronto further advised that it is prepared to abandon
its claim for set-off in respect of 44 Browns Line if the Receiver assumed
DMR’s contractual responsibility to address, settle and indemnify Toronto
against the claim advanced by the owners. Accordingly, it appears that
Toronto is not trying to mitigate its loss, but rather set-off the entire claim
against the DMR estate.
In respect of the deficiency claims, Toronto advised that of the four
deficiencies identified only one has been rectified to date. Further,
Toronto advised that the one item was completed without hiring an outside
contractor and was completed by internal staff. Regarding the remaining

deficiencies, Toronto has deemed them to be non-critical and does not
anticipate rectifying them in the near future. However, Toronto maintains
that the work is not in compliance with the contract requirements but
cannot prove the alleged costs to rectify the deficiencies. Lastly, Toronto’s
claim includes a pro-forma invoice, in the amount of $6,441.00, from CIMA
Canada Inc. (“CIMA”) on account of summarizing the outstanding
deficiencies on Toronto’s behalf and to review correspondence from the
Receiver with respect to the contract. However, the Receiver understands
that Toronto only paid CIMA $5,325.13 because CIMA performed less work
than anticipated. Attached, as Appendix “AO”, is a copy of Toronto’s
correspondence dated April 30, 2020.
4.4

Statement of Claim for Contract 15TW-OS-27CWD
4.4.1 In October, 2018 DMR filed a statement of claim against Toronto with respect to
contract 15TW-OS-27CWD. The Receiver understands that the claim did not
advance beyond the filing of the statement of claim prior to the Receiver’s
appointment. The claim is in the amount of $1,786,694.98 and primarily relates
to significant delays, inefficiencies and work disruptions caused by Toronto and its
contract administrator failing to provide DMR with all of the relevant information
in respect of the contracted work at the time the contract commenced. Attached,
as Appendix “AP”, is a copy of the statement of claim.
4.4.2 Toronto has filed a defence and counter claim dated February 28, 2019, just prior
to the Receiver’s appointment as interim receiver.

4.5

Toronto Claims Summary
4.5.1 The Receiver is reviewing the various responses from Toronto in respect of the
outstanding invoices and the claim filed by DMR. The Receiver intends to have a
meeting with Toronto in the near future to discuss the disputes and hopes to
resolve them cooperatively. The various outstanding accounts with Toronto are
summarized in the chart below:
Project
16TW-OS-23CWD
16TW-OS-24CWD
17ECS-LU-04TT
15TW-OS-27CWD

Outstanding amount
$
66,887.08
17,093.25
44,165.64
1,786,694.98

Total

$

1,914,840.95

5.0 SUPPLIER CLAIMS
5.1

Saertex
5.1.1 As noted in the Receiver’s Third Report, the Receiver sent a disallowance notice
to Saertex on December 5, 2019, disallowing their construction trust claim in full.
In the notice of disallowance, the Receiver stated that it was unclear from the
claim form and supporting documentation which specific projects Saertex was
claiming against. Instead, the documentation supplied indicated that Saetex’s
materials were delivered to DMR’s head office, not to any specific job sites, as
such the Receiver could not determine for certain which specific jobs the materials
were actually used for.
5.1.2 Saertex’s legal counsel, McMillan LLP (“McMillan”), filed a notice disputing the
disallowance on January 3, 2020 (the “Seartex Dispute Notice”). McMillan stated
Saertex’s position is that the supporting documentation provided sufficient
information for the Receiver to link materials provided by Saertex to specific
projects. In addition, McMillan advised that Saertex did not have any other
documentation that would help identify the projects to which Saertex supplied
materials. Attached, as Appendix “AQ”, is a copy of the Saertex Dispute Notice.
5.1.3 The Receiver, Saertex and respective counsels met on January 24, 2020 to discuss
the Seartex claim. The Receiver noted that certain Saertex invoices referenced a
city or town but not a specific project and the identification numbers used in the
Seartex invoices did not match anything in DMR’s records that the Receiver could
locate. However, based on the city or town referenced in the invoice, the Receiver
prepared a chart comparing Saertex’s invoices for that city or town to projects for
that city or town and included comments on the status of collections for those
projects, if any. However, the Receiver noted that the various cities and towns
had multiple projects with DMR and the Receiver could not determine which
projects Saertex was making a claim against. Accordingly, the Receiver requested
that Saertex provide further information to conclusively determine which DMR
projects Saertex materials were used in. Saertex requested the Receiver provide
the city contract number for projects where the Receiver collected funds to see if
they could match any of that information to their records. The Receiver provided
McMillan with the requested information on January 28, 2020.
5.1.4 Minden followed up several times with McMillan requesting the status of Saertex’s
review but did not receive any reply. On February 28, 2020, Minden sent a letter
to McMillan advising that since no response or additional information had been
received, the Receiver would proceed to a hearing on the disallowance of the
Saertex claim pursuant to the Claims Procedure Order. To date, the Receiver has
not received a response from Saertex or its counsel to the Receiver’s request to
schedule a hearing. Attached, as Appendix “AR”, is a copy of the February 28,
2020 letter.
5.1.5 Saertex has been unable to provide proof linking Saertex’s materials to DMR
projects with accounts collected by the Receiver. The Receiver therefore requests
that this honourable Court confirm the Receiver’s disallowance of Saertex’s claim

to priority as a construction trust claim and allowing the claim as an unsecured
claim in the bankruptcy of DMR.
5.2

Pave-Tar Construction Ltd. (“Pave-Tar”)
5.2.1 As set out in the Third Report, the Receiver sent Pave-Tar a partial disallowance
notice in the amount of $10,608.98 with respect to mobilization charges
($6,780.00) and deficiency claims ($3,828.98) from Toronto on project 17ECS-LU04TT. Pave-Tar’s legal counsel, RZCD Law Firm LLP (“RZCD”) contacted the
Receiver on December 20, 2019, two days prior to the expiry of the appeal period,
requesting further time to respond to the partial disallowance. The Receiver
agreed, and RZCD provided a response on January 10, 2020 providing supporting
documentation with respect to the mobilization charge and disputing Toronto’s
claims for deficiencies.
5.2.2 The Receiver responded on January 31, 2020 advising that the claim for the
mobilization charges would be accepted. However, the deficiencies were being
claimed by Toronto against DMR and it is the Receiver’s position that any amount
deducted by Toronto should be flowed through to Pave-Tar’s claim against DMR,
as Pave-Tar completed the work.
5.2.3 Based on the communications from Pave-Tar, they believe that the alleged
deficiencies for edging and curbs could have been a result of wear and tear or
damage from drivers, as well as road plowing and salting. Pave-Tar also disputed
the deduction with respect to tie hole parging, advising that a cement finisher
from Local #183 at $70 per hour would be able to complete the work in two hours,
not sixteen man hours as quoted by Toronto, and the cost of parging mix would be
$30, not $250. In order to resolve the matter, Pave-Tar would be willing to concede
a deduction of one-half of the “tie hole parging” quote, amounting to a credit of
$565. Accordingly, Pave-Tar has requested that their claim be approved at a total
of $27,345.88.
5.2.4 The Receiver proposes to pay Pave-Tar $23,516.90 at this time, their claim
($27,345.88) less the amount deducted by Toronto in respect of the cement work
($3,828.98) for project 17ECS-LU-04TT. The Receiver proposes to share the
information provided by RZCD and the proposed settlement with Toronto as part
of the proposed meeting to resolve the Toronto accounts. The Receiver proposes
to pay Pave-Tar the amount ultimately paid by Toronto for Pave-Tar’s services in
project 17ECS-LU-04TT.

6.0 HST AND INCOME TAX
6.1

The Receiver obtained its own HST account with Canada Revenue Agency a few months
after the Receiver’s appointment and has been filing its HST returns with respect to that
new account. Of the sixteen HST returns filed, there are certain months of HST refunds
outstanding as summarized in the chart below:
Refund
Received/
Outstanding
Payment Made
refunds
From
To
Note
Refund
Owing
14-Mar-19 31-Mar-19
$
159.90 $
$
(159.90) $
01-Apr-19 30-Apr-19
( 365,040.79)
365,040.79
01-May-19 01-May-19
02-May-19 31-May-19
01-Jun-19 25-Jun-19
578.05
578.05
26-Jun-19 30-Jun-19
01-Jul-19 30-Jul-19
38.80
01-Aug-19 31-Aug-19
8,478.70
01-Sep-19 30-Sep-19
3,371.56
01-Oct-19 31-Oct-19
673.91
01-Nov-19 30-Nov-19
9,728.66
01-Dec-19 31-Dec-19
01-Jan-20 31-Jan-20
1
1,738.69
(
24,030.32)
01-Feb-20 29-Feb-20
3,297.57
3,297.57
01-Mar-20 31-Mar-20
2,575.47
2,575.47
01-Apr-20 30-Apr-20
Totals
$ 30,641.31 $ (365,040.79) $ 340,850.57 $
6,451.09
Note 1: This payment included $103.78 in interest not included in the above figure

6.2

The Receiver has contacted CRA requesting the release of the refunds. CRA has
informed the Receiver that they applied the Receiver’s refund for the filing period June
1, 2019 to June 25, 2019, in the amount of $578.05, to the pre-receivership account and
that they would not release the remaining refunds until the Receiver filed a pre-filing
HST return for January 2015. The Receiver has requested that CRA reverse the set-off
of the Receiver’s refund against the pre-filing HST but has received no response from
CRA. In respect of the missing HST return, the Receiver does not understand how it took
CRA over five years to determine a pre-filing HST return from January 2015 was not
filed. In any event, the Receiver does not have the information available to complete
such an old return. The Receiver’s position is that it is improper for CRA to withhold
the estate’s refunds pending the filing of a return from five years ago.

6.3

CRA filed a revised proof of claim in DMR’s bankruptcy on September 13, 2019. The
proof of claim included an unsecured claim for the Company’s portion of EI and CPP,
outstanding HST and penalties and interest in the total amount of $162,212.98.
Attached, as Appendix “AS”, is a copy of CRA’s proof of claim.

6.4

In a letter dated August 15, 2019, CRA requested to perform an audit of DMR’s HST
returns from January 2016 to the date of receivership in March 2019. The Receiver

requested that CRA delay its audit until the results of the claims bar processes could be
determined and therefore a better understanding of the HST on supplier claims that
may ultimately be paid by the Receiver.
6.5

CRA refused to delay the audit and instead auditors for CRA attended the Receiver’s
offices in November 2019 to review DMR’s HST records. On December 9, 2019 CRA issued
a letter setting out the results of their audit of the pre-filing HST account. We note the
letter does not mention any outstanding returns from 2015. CRA’s letter stated that
CRA will reverse DMR’s HST input tax credits claimed in respect of the outstanding
accounts payable owing at the time of the interim receiver’s appointment in March
2019. The Receiver reviewed the letter and contacted CRA informing them that the
Receiver paid several of the pre-filing claims of suppliers that includes the HST originally
claimed by DMR in its HST returns. On February 7, 2020, CRA sent the Receiver a further
letter stating that it would adjust its audit results and add back the HST portion of the
claims paid by the Receiver as of December 2019 resulting in an audit adjustment of
$162,269.37 in additional HST owing (the “CRA Assessment”). Attached, as Appendix
“AT”, is a copy of the letter from CRA dated February 7, 2020.

6.6

The Receiver contacted CRA again and informed them that the Receiver expected there
would be further payments to suppliers and that it was premature to reassess DMR for
the reversal of the HST input tax credits. CRA informed the Receiver that it would
proceed with the reassessment. The Receiver’s position is that any additional HST paid
in respect of supplier claims should be allowed to be claimed on the pre-filing HST
returns. The Receiver is concerned that CRA will assess the directors for HST that is not
actually owing. In addition, there would be further adjustments to the HST owing by
DMR for the write-off of uncollectable accounts receivable, which may be substantial.
As of the date of this report, the Receiver has already written off approximately
$130,000 in accounts receivable, which would include approximately $15,000 in HST. In
addition, depending on the outcome of this motion, there could be at least an additional
write off of $67,458 in accounts receivable, which includes approximately $8,000 in
HST.

6.7

Based on the above, the HST claim will continue to evolve as the receivership continues.
Accordingly, the Receiver has filed an appeal with respect to the CRA Assessment. The
Receiver requests that this Court stay the CRA Assessment pending the final outcome of
the administration of the estate. Furthermore, the Receiver seeks to amend the prebankruptcy returns to allow for the write-off of accounts receivable that are determined
to be uncollectable.

6.8

CRA was also withholding the Receiver’s HST refunds pending the filing of DMR’s fiscal
2018 income tax return. The Receiver filed DMR’s fiscal 2018 income tax return in
February 2020 reporting a loss of approximately $1.7 million and requesting a refund
from loss carry-backs of approximately $267,000. Attached, as Appendix “AU”, is a
copy of the corporation income tax assessment received for the tax year-end December
31, 2018 showing that CRA accepted the returns as filed and transferred the refund to
DMR’s HST account.

6.9

The chart below summarizes the various pre-filing government claims as at June 1, 2020
for and against CRA for HST and income taxes:

6.10

Unsecured claim filed in bankruptcy
HST audit adjustment
Receiver's HST refund transferred by CRA
HST on claims paid by Receiver post audit adjustment
HST on accounts receivable write-offs
Income tax refund per notice of assessment

$ 162,212.98
162,269.70
(578.05)
(2,705.48)
(22,760.67)
(266,917.00)

Net owing to CRA as at June 1, 2020

$

31,521.48

Based on the above, CRA is in a net claim position but this may change depending on
the quantum of accounts receivable write-offs and the quantum of supplier claims paid
by the Receiver.

7.0 INTERIM STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
7.1

Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver was required to open two bank
accounts for this estate. The first was for the deposit and disbursements of all nonconstruction project related receipts and disbursements (the “General Account”). The
second account was for the deposit and disbursement of all construction project related
receipts and disbursements (the “Construction Projects Account”). All of the funds in
the General Account were disbursed after the distributions set out in the Second Report.
Accordingly, only the Construction Projects Account is still open.

7.2

Attached hereto as Appendix “AV” is the Receiver’s Statement of Receipts and
Disbursements, as at June 15, 2020 for both the General Account and the Construction
Projects Account. The significant receipts and disbursements in the estate are listed
below:
The Interim Receiver issued $233,438 in receiver’s certificates to RBC for
funding, which have now been repaid in full plus interest;
Accounts receivable collections of $3,783,546.64;
Proceeds from the sale of all of the equipment and inventory to CIG in the total
amount of $3,075,000;
Proceeds from the sale of certain vehicles and photocopiers by Canam Appraiz
by auction totaling $51,628;
HST collected on sales in the total amount of $399,750;
Disbursements for rent and utilities in the total amount of $31,366;
Payments for payroll, WSIB, source deductions, benefits and pensions in the
amount of $237,163;
HST on disbursements and remittances to CRA totals $434,516;
Payments for professional fees to BDO in its capacities as Interim Receiver and
Receiver of $261,271 and $202,669 to Minden as counsel to the Interim Receiver
and Receiver; and,
Distributions to secured creditors totaling $5,236,593.

7.3

The Receiver has approximately $947,000 in available funds as at June 15, 2020. The
distribution of funds is discussed in greater detail in Section 7 of this Fourth Report.

8.0 PROFESSIONAL FEES
8.1

The fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel for the period November 1,
2019 to May 31, 2020 are detailed in the affidavits of Brad Newton, sworn June 16, 2020,
and Kenneth L. Kallish, sworn June 15, 2020, attached as Appendices “AW” and “AX”,
respectively

8.2

The Receiver’s fees for the period from November 1, 2019 to May 29, 2020 encompass
176.80 hours at an average hourly rate of $350.30 and disbursements of $58.93, for a
total of $61,991.43, prior to applicable taxes. BDO is requesting that this Honourable
Court approve its total fees and disbursements, inclusive of applicable taxes, in the
amount of $70,050.33.

8.3

The fees of Minden for the period November 8, 2019 to May 11, 2020 encompass 55.65
hours at an average hourly rate of $487.12 and disbursements of $1,501.18 for a total
of $28,609.18 prior to applicable taxes. The Receiver is requesting that this Honourable
Court approve its counsel’s total fees and disbursements, inclusive of taxes, in the
amount of $32,286.78.

8.4

The Receiver has reviewed its fees with RBC who has no objection to the approval of
the fees and expenses noted herein. The Receiver has reviewed the fees of Minden and
is of the opinion that they are reasonable in the circumstances.

9.0 PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION
9.1

The Receiver proposes to make the following distributions:
$850,000 to RBC in net funds currently held by the Receiver in respect of
accounts receivable collected;
Payment of all funds collected from the Claims Customers, net of any costs
incurred by the Receiver to collect the funds, to RBC;
Payment of the holdback funds collected from Halifax, net of any costs incurred
by the Receiver to collect the funds, to RBC; and,
$23,516.90 to Pave-Tar awaiting the resolution of the remainder of their claim
in respect of Toronto project 17ECS-LU-04TT.

10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
10.1

The Receiver requests that the Court grant an order:
Approving this Fourth Report and the activities of the Receiver described herein;
Directing Halifax to pay to the Receiver the amount of $50,719.39 for the
outstanding holdback and issuing judgement against them;
Directing the Claims Customers to pay the Receiver the amounts set out in
Section 3.13 of this Fourth Report and issuing judgement against each of the
Claims Customers;
Confirming the Receiver’s disallowance of the priority of Saertex’s claim and
allowing the Saertex claim as an unsecured claim in the bankruptcy of DMR;
Stay the CRA Assessment pending the completion of the receivership and
determination of the final accounts receivable write-offs and payments to
creditors;
Approving the Receiver’s Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for
the period ended June 15, 2020 as described in Section 7 of this Fourth Report;
Approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its counsel as
described in Section 8 of this Fourth Report; and,
Approving the Receiver’s proposed distribution as set out in Section 9 of this
Fourth Report.

All of which is respectfully submitted this 25th day of June, 2020.
BDO CANADA LIMITED
COURT-APPOINTED RECEIVER OF
D.M. ROBICHAUD ASSOCIATES LTD.
and without personal or corporate liability

Per:

Brad Newton, CA, CPA, CBV, CIRP, LIT
Senior Vice-President

